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Primciples of Political Economy
S o m e L e i n g P r i n c i p l e s oT
Political Economy Newly
Expoanded

Maithus and the Problem of Popmlation

One of the central beliefs of classical economic theory was.
that there is an lnexofaFIF'Tel55i5iiY-Jtor poptilation to press
against"~fKe available
..especially those, proi^ding''"fKe'''ToQ:CIs
This doctrine, though n^t 15Figina1:xng
with himT'was ej-oquently expressed bv Thomas Robert Malthas
(1766-1834) in an essay which first appeared in 1798., MalthuSj
a high-ranking graduate of Cambridge University, was a clergyman
in the Church of England before he became -a professor of history
and political economy at the East India CollegeHaileybury, in
1805. This college had just been established by the British
East India Company to train men for its service in Asia. MalthuSj one of the first persons ever to hold a professorship in
economics5 continued in this post for the remainder of his life.
Malthus" father.,^ a friend of Rousseau and Rome,, was alive
to theLnteiiectuai currents of his day. In a series of discus
sions with his son in the 1790"s he defended the Enlightenment
belief in progress, including the expression given it bv Condor,cet and others. The younger Maithus took issue with his
lather ^ s'-'optimism. He believed that men neither were nor ever
would be reasonable enough to curb the growth of nn.nnii'al^'ion ^d
it Witbiri
wa.R .convinced'"
• t h a t y
w a s l i m i t e d 3 and that the
increasingly intensive use of agricultural land would result
eventually in less and less satisfactory returns from the addi
tional effort put forth. Malthus had hit upon the pt°iinip.ipie of
diminishing returjiswhich he regarded as one great and perma
nent stumbling block to the realization of human perfection so
clearly envisaged by Condorcet. Whereas Malthus applied this
principle to landj^ it is now , r,aCQgiilged.-AS.,»appXyxiiig,.jalt,ima.tel y
to"ail., olher factors of production as wello
It is important to remember that Malthas" concern with an
increasing population was based on s_olid fact. About the time
the Industrial• Revolution beganE'irope's population, indeed
that of the entire world, began increasing after several cen
turies of relative stability. While we cannot be certain that
this increase was directly related to the industrialization of
society, since it occurred also in areas largely untouched by
that movement, we believe that it resulted from
fi'ffir;! i
the death rate ra^ther than from an increase^ln ,tJiQ-4?ii^h yarte. ,
fKis^decline can be attributed to such factors as improvements
^in public health measures and in^the food supply. The following
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table J, giving figiires in millions of persons, conveys some im^
pression of world population growth during the last several
hundred yearss
1650
Europe, including Russia
England and Wales
France
Germany
Russia
United States
Asia
World

1750

1800

100

140
6,5

330
545

479
728

187
401
614,2
9
32,5
44,6
39
27
43,8
21
58
71.6
36
100
200,2
5,3
76
171,2
600
937
1,491
906 1 ,608
2,728

1900

1957

Malthus' father was so impressed with the cogency of his
son's arguments that he suggested they be incorporated into a
book „ An Essay on the PrinciPlia&.jo£.-.3to»iia4«Aiaa...^..a^--i-..t..
theftifriii£e^^
appeared anonymously in
ty^iTT IfffWeaiately i^^ raised a storm of protest from those who
felt that its ..general attitude of
Malthus believed that he was only being realistic and truly
Kwane""xi::jeminsjgl33igqp®Sp^
restxHnF'lKISfiSIia.tlng
themselves, After several years" oT""fr^~eI~on'TKe Continent, he
lytrtJlTs^Le^ a greatly expanded revision of the essay in 1803, in
which he went into much greater detail» added some statistical
and other data, and was .more moderate in his basic statements.
But the argument went on, and he continued the work of revision,
adding and amending until the sixth edition appeared in 1826,
In the meantime, he wrote several pamphlets on current problems
and published a major work on economic theory, in which he con
tributed significant ideas to the theory of rent and business
cycles. In 1821, together with David RicardOj James, Mill, John
Ramsay McCullochj and others, he founded the Political Economy
Cluh, which provided him and his friends with an opportunity to
meet ,regularly_ an discuss "toplcsTB'f
,
—
The Malthusian theory has continued to stimulate discussion
and controversy. It has encouraged more careful study of demog
raphy than ever before. Since Malthus wrote, vast and fertile
lands have been brought into cultivation in many parts of the
world. Agricultural technology has greatly increased production
and improvements in transportation have made it possible to
transport food economically thousands of miles. At the same
time, the birth rate in many industrialized nations, including
the United States, is scarcely more than half of what it was
when Malthus wrote, while the level of living is much higher.
Many of the questions which arise in connection with Mal
thus have yet to find definitive answers. Do his theories apply
equally to Germany and China? Can the continuing industriai1zation of ^ciefv" some day ^ive th^lle" to hi¥''"prellcTToiS'?
sc1jmaTce-'j5l]t£e_-J^
nuIliJbL^iihe, principle of dtoinis
re
turns? What can widespread birth.JiQ3itr,ol do ~to" world populatiQBJaZ^ ^ e s t i o n s s u c h a s t h e s e s h o u l d b e k e p t i n m i n S a s t h e
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following: selection is read;
t
——
Statement of the Suibjecto
Ratios of the Increase of Population and Food.
In an inquiry concerning the improvement of society,
the mode of conducting the subject which naturally presents
itself, is -1. To investigate the causes that have hitherta
impeded the progress of mankind tnwarris happiness.; and,
2. Toexalmine the probabilitY-Of the total nr partial
removal of thejae.,-cmia£^..Jji-J:]ae„^..£^
To enter fully into this question, and to enumerate
all the causes that have hitherto influenced human improve
ment , would be much beyond the power of an individual.
The principal object of the present essay is to examine
the effects of one great cause intimately united with the
very nature of man; which, though it has been constantly
and powerfully operating since the commencement of soci
ety, has been little noticed by the writers who have
treated this subject. The facts which establish the ex
istence of this cause have, indeed, been repeatedly stated
and acknowledged; but its natural and necessary effects
have been almost totally overlooked; though probably among
these effects may be reckoned a very considerable portion
of that vice and misery, and of that unequal distribution
of the bounties of nature, which it has been the unceasing
object of the enlightened philanthropist in all ages to
COX'']r'6G't
The^use to which I allude. is. .th.e„.&Qnstant tendency
in an an-imatAri 1 ffg tn' ijLcrease bevond ±Ji&..aiosaa?^.i^hient
prepared for it,.
It Is observed by Dr. Franklin, that there is no bound
to the prolific nature of plants or animals but what is
made by their crowding and interfering with each other's
means of subsistence. Were the face of the earth, he says,
vacant of other plants, it might be gradually sowed and
overspread with one kind only, as, for instance, with fen
nel; and were it empty of other inhabitants, it might in
a few ages be replenished from one nation only, as, for
instance, with Englishmen.
This is incontrovertibly true. Throughout the animal
and vegetable kingdoms Nature has scattered the seeds of
IjLfe abroad with the most PKQ±iiJLS.a.-and..„liJbexaMk.,M^Bd^but
has been comparatively sparing in the room and tlae-~.nQul!ishtnpTF^'nAr.essa.ry t" rearHEITem. The germs of existence con
tained in this earth, "Tf they could freely develop them
selves, would fill millions of worlds in the course of a
few thousand years. Necessity, that imperious, allpervading law of nature, restrains them within the pre
scribed bounds. The race of plants and the race of ani
mals shrink under this great restrictive law; and man
cannot by any efforts of reason escape from i t .
In
and irrational animals, the view of the sub
ject is simple. They are all impelled by a powerful
o
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instinct to the increase of thejr_speciesand this in"&tTncl~ Is interrupted by no doirbts''''aBoat providing for ^
their offspring. Wherever, therefore, there is liberty,
the power of increase is exerted, and the superabundant
effects are repressed afterwards by want oTroora aiidj""
nour^ishnMMat
—
The effects of this check on man are more complicated.
ImpelTed tcTThe increase of"Bis species by an equally
powerfolTinstinct, reas6h^'TnT®rri3|rt^lit-s'"^^
, and asks
hHBTwEe^ef~"Ee''may not bring beihgs into the world for
whom_he cannot provide the means oT'suppQrtT" If he at
tend to this 'nafural~suggestion the restriction too
frequently produces vice. If he hear it not, the human
race will be constantly endeavouring to increase beyond
the means of subsistence. But as^, by that law of our
nature which makes food necessary to the life of man,
population can never actually increase beyond the lowest
nourishment capable of supporting it, a strong check on
population, from the difficulty of acquiring food, must
be constantly in operation. This difficulty must fall
somewhere, and must necessarily be severely felt in some
or other of the various forms of misery, or the fear of
misery, by a large portion of mankind.
That population-has—t'Ms--e©ns^.sii4t~.~te.nden.cx ,„jto. in
crease^ beyond the means of subsistence and that it is kept
Jto its necessary level by these causes will^jpafllcxentlx.
,a'ppear~'frcmi""'at£^i'ew of 'flie^'dlTTerintr st-ates" of society
in which man ,.has existeTT' But', before we proceed to "this
review, the subject will perhaps be seen in a clearer
light, if we endeavour to ascertain what would be the
natural increase of populations if left to exert itself
with perfect freedom; and what might be expected to be
the rate of Increase in the productions of the earth,
under the most favourable circumstances of human industry.
It will be allowed that no countrj hP"
known f where the
the
means of subsistence so abuMant, that no check whatever
has"exislbed _ toTearly marriages""Trm the Jdif fifmi ty
prt>viTdlng fof"a famiiy. arid~'fHa'%* no waste of the human species
has been occasioned by vicious customs, by towns, by un
healthy occupations;,, or too severe labour. Consequently
in_no state th^jt--we--ha:3im- vet known, has the power of popiilatioO-be©n left to exej;.t—per±ect freedoTn_.
Whether the law of marriage be instituted or not; the
dictate of nature and virtue seems to be an early attach
ment to one woman; and where there were no impediments of
any kind in the way of a union to which such an attachment
would lead, and no causes of depopulation afterwards, the
increase of the human species would be evidently much
greater than any increase which has been hitherto known.
In the northern states of America, where the means of
subsisfWnce have been more ample,-iEe manners of the
people more pure, and the checks to early marriages fewer,
than in any of the modern states of Europe, the population
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has been found to double itself, for above a century and
in less than^^ejiiyrrllsEjraS^^^
eveir^trai'iifg tIiese~I>ei^io^s, IS-aoine of . the towns, the
"
deaths exceeded the births, a circumstance which clearly
proves that, in those parts of the country which supplied
this deficiency, the increase must have been much more
rapid than the general average.
In the back settlements, where the sole employment
is agriculture,and vicious customs and unwholesome oc
cupations are little known, the population has been found
to double itself in fifteen years. Even this extraordinary
rate of increase is probably short of the utmost power of
population. Very severe labou^
requisite to c|^^^
fresh country; "such situations
iryyr-"f
ered"as"^
cular1y he^
; and the inhabitants, probably,
are occasionally subject to the iiKiursipns„..Qf the Indians,
which may destroy some lives, or at any rate diminish the
fruits o'f industry.
According to a table of Euler, calculated on a mor
tality of 1 in 36, if the births be to the deaths in the
proportion of 3 to
the period of doubling will be only
twelve years and four-fifths. And this proportion is not
only a possible supposition, but has actually occurred for
short periods in more countries than one.
Sir William Petty supposes a doubling possible in so
short a time as ten years.
But, to be perfectly sure that we are far within
the truth, we will take the slowest of these rates of
increase, a rate in which all concurring testimonies
agree, and which has been repeatedly ascertained to be
from procreation only.
It may safely be pr.onouac^dj thereforethat, pop
ulation, when unchecked, goes-jan-.dQublin^ itselfleverv
tWi^nly-iive ygaTg7~DT increases in a geometrical, ratio.
The rate according to whicTi the productions of the
earth may be supposed to increase, will not be so easy to
determine. Of this, however, we may be perfectly certain,
that the ratio of their increase in a limited territory
must be of a totally different nature from the ratio of
the increase of population. A thousand millions are just
as easily doubled every twenty-five years by the power of
population as a thousand. But the food to 5=snppnT-t.fchp.
increase from the greateJC-immber will bv no meajis be obta^liegTlOjOrThe same fa^lity. J[an„is necessarily con
fined in room<. When'acreHEas been added to acre till all
tHe~"TerTile land is occupied, the yearly increase of food
must depend upon the melioration of the land already in
possession. This is a fund, which^ from the nature of
all soils, instead of increasing, must be gradually dimin
ishing. But population, could it be supplied with food,
would go on with unexhausted vigour; and the increase of
one period would furnish the power of a greater increase
the next, and this without any limit.
Frian the accounts we have of China and Japan, it may
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be fairly doubted, whether the best dir€.stedL_gfj^^
'human indus''t'ry~could"'"iiotibXg:rfEe..r^o4ia,ae,„,Ql.-.tJxese-""e®'aB^
rfi'es^'^ven'^bWe
of years. There are many
parts of the globe r Indeed r'Tfittirerfo^linctiltivated and
almost unoccupied; but the right of exterminating, or
driving into a corner where they must starve, even the
inhabitants of these thinly-peopled regions, will be
questioned in a moral view. The process of improving
their minds and directing their industry would necessari^-Jjie-^iOWj a"ng~""duxi]nLg this time, as population, wpi^
regularly keep pace with the^jjicxfiasliis produce, it
would "rarely" happeir~th^
great degree of knowledge and
industry would have to operate at once upon rich unap
propriated soil. Even where this might take place, as
it does sometimes in new colonies, a geometrical ratio
increases with such extraordinary rapidity, that the ad
vantages could not lasts long« ^ If the United States nf
America continue infirjeasingj which they certainly will
ajS /though noT^^^^^
the same rapidity as formerly,, the..
Indians will be driven farther and fartJher back into the
country':~^ll"tfae''WhoTe^^ race" Is ultimatglxlexterminate^,
and the -territory-i^ lncapable„x>J further, extension.
These observations are, _in a degre^^ applicab
all parts of "the ~W£fXW''WheTe'\hi~soTrTs I'mpefleetly cultiya..tedv To exterminate~T^
of the gfeaf'est
part of Asia and Africa, is a thought that could not be
admitted for a moment. To civilise and direct the indus
try of the various tribes of Tartars and Negroes, would
certainly be a work of considerable time, and of variable
and uncertain success,
Europe is by no means so fully peopled as it might be.
In Europe there is the fairest chance that hman industry
may receive its best direction. The science of agricul
ture has been much studied in England and Scotland; and
there is still a great portion of uncultivated land in
these countries. Let us consider.
duce of^ ;^is_island., (Great^^BrgilJQ) might be supposed to
increase u'nger""jclxcMmstan'ces .the,, most Jav.ourable to" im
provement
"If it be allowed that by ^5he best possible policy, and
great encouragements to agriculture, the average produce
of the island c^uld be doubled^-the first twenty-five^
yejax^, it will be allowing, probably, a greater increase
than could with reason be expected.
In the next twenty-five years, ii^is impossible to
s^posa-thart-4;he- i3roduce could,be Quadfupled: If"woultt—
be contrary to all our knowledge of the properties of
land. The improvement of the barren parts would be a
work of time and labour; and it must be evident to those
who have the slightest acquaintance with agricultural
subjects, that in proport?ion as cultivation extended, the
addi-fcions t'hat could yearly be made to the former average
produce must be gradually and regularly diminishing.
That we may be the better able to compare the increase of
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popuilation and food, let uis make a siapposition, which,
withouit pretending to accuracy j is clearly more favomrable to the power of production in the earth than any
experience we have had of its q-iualities will warrant.
Let lus s'appose that the yearly additiomis which might
be made to the former average produicej instead of de
creasing ^ which they certainly woiuld do, were to remain
the same; and that the prodiace of this island might be
increased every twenty-five yearsj by a q-Mantity eqiual
to what it at present produces. The most enthusiastic
speculator cannot suppose a greater increase than this.
In a few centuries it would make every acre of land in
the island like'a garden.
If this supposition be applied to the whole earth,
and if it be allowed that the subsistence for man which the
earth affords might be increased every twenty-five years
by a quantity equal to what it at present produces, this
will be supposing a rate of increase muclji greater than we
can imagine that any possible exertloms of mankind could
make i t,
It may be fairlv Drmao^aacadtherefore ^ that, consider
ing the Dresent"'liv^^
state of the earth, the means
^ubs'rsl^nceT"~under circumstances" the most'~~fa'vouraSIe^
h'umaa" InfestryT coiiild,.,..aot possibly be made7S"!Zjicre'ase
fa.'sTer"TSan in an arithmetical ratio,
Tlb(e""fiecessary effec'I's of"''"t'5ese~'two different rates of
increase,, when brought together, will be very striking.
Let us call the population of this island eleven millions;
and suppose the present produce equal to the easy support
of such a number. In the first twenty-five years the pop
ulation would be twenty-'two millions, and the food being
also doubled, tfee means of subsistence would be equal to
this increase. In the next twenty-five years, the popula
tion would be forty-four millions, and the means of sub
sistence only equal to the support of thirty-three mil
lions, In the next period the population would be eightyeight millions, and the means of subsistence just equal to
the support of half tliat number. And, at the conclusion
of the first century, the population would be a hundred
and seventy-s3,x millions, and the means of subsistence
only equal to the support of fifty-five millions, leaving
a population of a hundred and twenty-one millions totally
unprovided for.
Taking the whole earth, instead of this island, emigratioa would of course be excluded.; and, . supposing the pres
ent population equal to a thousand millions, the human
species would increase as the numbers, 1, 2, 4, 8, 16, 32,
64, 128, 2565 and subsistence as 1,2, 3, 4 , 5, 6,-7, 8 ,
9. In two centuries the population would be to the means
of subsistence as 256 to 9; in three centuries as 4096 to
13, and in two thousand years the difference would be almost
incalculable.
In this supposition no limits whateve,r are placed to
the produce of the earth. It may increase for ever, and be
t
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greater than any assignable quantity; yet still the power
of population being in every period so much superior,
increase of the^hinnan gpecies can only be kapt rinwn
°^ the means of subsistence by the constajpt
pper at ion 'cT^^t h£^ s t f
"of" necess
check upori''''i.He'"'greateF''*pow
Of the General Checks to
tlie Moge~oJ Their OperiitioA
T h P

111

n n p i i i l

t h p n

t n

a want of food, arising necessarily from the different
fatios~acc5¥31ng to which population and food increase.
But this ultimate check is never the immediate check,
except in cases of actual famine.
The immediate check mav be stated to consist, in all
those ci^^'tntns, and all thn«^A disc^awps, wHc^^
generated "bj a ^caxcitv of the means, pf fiuibsis-renHfi • 'and
alT~''^(Sye"'Tauses, indep"encrent of this scarcity, whether
of a moral or physical nature, which tend prematurely to
weaken and destroy the human frame.
These checks to population;, which are constantly oper
ating "wTl^'Tnioreor less force in every society^ and keep
down the number to the level of the means of subsistence,
aufi the positive checks.
' Tbe 'pFe'venll:^e-.x£iB 5 as.,-,^far as it is voluntary, is
peculiar to mapT, and arlges__frQ]ii.„jl:Jia±.-.f1i ,sti nc^ye supe^giority inTIFreasoning faculties which enables hrm'tn
cul^t^ dlstfant c^nseqnQ^r.f>!^, The checks to the indefinite
increase of plants and irrational animals are all either
positive orj if preventive, involuntary. But man cannot
look around him, and see the distress which frequently
presses upon those who have large families; he cannot
contemplate his present possessions or earnings, which he
now nearly consumes himself, and calculate the amount of
each share, when with very little addition they must be
divided, perhaps, among seven or eight, without feeling a
doubt whether, if he follow the bent of his inclinations,
he may be able to support the offspring which he will
probably bring into the world. In a state of equality,
if such can exist, this would be the simple question. In
the present state of society other considerations occur.
Will he not lower his rank in life, and be obliged to give
up in great measure his former habits? Does any mode of
employment present itself by which he may reasonably hope
to maintain a family? Will he not at any rate subject
himself to greater difficulties, and more severe labour,
than in his single state? Will he not be unable to trans
mit to his children the same advantages of education and
improvement that he had himself possessed? Does he even
feel secure that, should he have a large family, his ut
most exertions can save them from rags and squalid poverty,
and their consequent degradation in the community? And
may he not be reduced to the grating necessity of forfeit
ing his independence, and of being obliged to the sparing
n

a

i

-
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hand of charity for support? These considerations are
calcMlated to prej?.an]L^.aB4~-certainlY
iirfi5sJD3CrrjrBT««it
number of persons in all .civilised.nations, Jrcm^^^
the dictate of .natui^e-i>n-.aiu^arly attachment to one woman.
If th^_yf>«t-rai]it do not Tproduce vice. it--j^iULadcaib^
e^dl y__tlxa 1e.a.s t e v
•on. Considered as a restraint on a strong natural
iioHj it must be allowed to produce a certain de
gree of temporary unhappiness; but evidently slight, com
pared with the evils which result from any of the other
checks to population; and merely of the same nature as
many other sacrifices of temporary to permanent gratifica
tion ^ which it is the business of a moral agent continually
to make.
When this restraint produces vice, the evils which
follow are but too conspicuous. A promiscuous inter
course to such a degree as to prevent the birth of children,
seems to lower^ in the most marked manner 5 the dignity of
human nature. It cannot be without its effect on men,
and nothing can be more obvious than its tendency to de
grade the female character^ and to destroy all its most
amiable and distinguishing characteristics. Add to which,
that among those unfortunate females with which all great
towns abound, more real distress and aggravated misery
are, perhaps, to be found, than in any other department
of human life.
When a general corruption of morals, with regard to
the sex, pervades all the classes of society, its effects
must necessarily be to poison the springs of domestic
happiness, to weaken conjugal and parental affection, and
to lessen the united exertions and ardour of parents in
the care and education of their children; — effects which
cannot take place without a decided diminution of the gen
eral happiness and virtue of society; particularly as the
necessity of art in the accomplishment and conduct of in
trigues, and in the concealment of their consequences,
necessarily leads to many other vices.
The
P"Pl|if^tiQn...are extremely _ vari
ous „ and include every cause, whether arisingiromvice
or misery, which in any degree contribute to shorten the
natural duration of human life. Under this head, there
fore, may be enumerated all unwholej=sf>TnA rtnenipatirm^.
s^evere labour aPd...,.expos^ur-0-ta-.the..„ seasons.., extreme joverty,
b a d n u r s i n g ^ o f c h i l d r e n , 1a r g e
exces.aes^^^
•kinds^ the wh6Tg°''Waiy^
common disea.ses and epidemics,
jvars^j

Plague •

On examining these obstacles to the increase of pop
ulation which are classed under the heads of preventive and
positive checks, it will appear that they are all resolyable into moral restraint, vice, and misery.
nf "thp priventTve"~^eC^ a

which is not followed b:a Ty-r^p-iiil
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ot_the marriage bed, and improper arts to conceal the
rre ar
pre
clearly
OTTIie~posItTve checks, those which appear to arise
unavoidably from the laws of nature, may be called ex
clusively misery; and those which we obviously bring upon
ourselvesp such as wars, excesses^ and many others which
it would be in our power to avoid, are of a mixed nature.
They are brought upon us by vicej, and their consequences
are misery.
The sum of all these preventive and positive checks,
taken togetherT^orms tn^ ' immedi-ate check to population;
"and it is evident that, in eve'ry country where the wnore^
of the procreative power cannot be called into action,
the preventive and the positive checks must vary inversely
as each other; that is5 in couiatries either naturally un
healthy, or subject to a great mortality, from whatever
cause it may arise, the preventive check will prevail very
little. In those countries, on the contrary, which are
naturally healthy, and where the preventive check is
found to prevail with considerable force, the positive
check will prevail very little, or the mortality be very
small.
In every country some of these
with mojce
or _less force,, in constant npP!Tr-.atii
° yet, notwithstand
ing their general prevalence, there a,re few states in
which there is not a constant effort in the population
to increase beyond the means of subsistence. This con
stant effort as constantly ten'ds to subject the lower
classes of society to distress, and to prevent any great
permanent melioration of their condition.
These effects, in the present state of society, seem
to be produced in the following manner. We will suppose
the means of subsistence in any country just equal to the
easy support of its inhabitants. The constant effort
towards population, which is found to act even in the most
vicious societies, increases the num,ber of people before
the means,of subsistence are increased. The food, there- •
fore, which before supported eleven millions, must now be
divided among eleven millions and a half. The poor con
sequently must live much worse, and many of them be re
duced to severe distress. The number of labourers also
being above the proportion of work in the market, the
price of labour must tend to fall, while the price of
provisions would at the same time tend to rise. The
labourer therefore must do more work to earn the same as
he did before. During this season of distress, the dis
couragements to marriage and the difficulty of rearing a
family are so great, that the progress of population is
retarded. In the meantime, the cheapness of labour, the
plenty of labourers, and the necessity of an increased
industry among them, encourage cultivators to employ more
labour upon their land, to turn up fresh soil, and to
manure and improve more completely what is already in
conse.quences
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tillage, till ultimately the means of subsistence may
become in the same proportion to the population as at
the period from which we set out. The situation of the
labourer being then again tolerably comfortable, the restraints to population are in some degree loosened; and,
after a short periodp th^
prriLi'i 'I' ll'IT"
movements with
TEii sort of oscillation will not probably be obvious
to common view; and it may be difficult even for the most
attentive observer to calculate its periods. Yet that,
in the generality of old states, some alternation of this
kind does exist, though in a much less marked, and in a
much more irregular manner5 than I have described it, no
reflecting manj who considers the subject deeply, can
well doubt.
One principal reason why this oscillation has been
less remarked, and less decidedly confirmed by experience
than might naturally be expectedj is, that the histories
of mankind which we possess are, in general, histories
only of the higher classes. We have not many accounts
that can be depended upon, of the manners and customs of
that part of mankind where these retrograde and progres
sive movements chiefly take place. A satisfactory his
tory of this kind, of one people and of one period, would
require the constant and minute attention of many observ
ing minds in local and general remarks on the state of the
lower classes of society, and the causes that influenced
it; and, to draw accurate inferences upon this subject, a
succession of such historians for some centuries would be
necessary. This branch of statistical knowledge has, of
late years, been attended to in some countries, and we
may promise ourselves a clearer insight into the internal
structure of human society from the progress of these in
quiries. But the science may be said yet to be in its
infancy, and many of the objects on which it would be de
sirable to have information, have been either omitted or
not stated with sufficient accuracy. Among these, perhaps,
may be reckoned the proportion of the number of adults to
the number of marriages; the extent to which vicious cus
toms have prevailed in consequence of the restraints upon
matrimony; the comparative mortality among the children of
the most distressed part of the community, and of those
who live rather more at their ease; the variations in the
real price of labour; the observable differences in the"*
state of the lower classes of society, with respect to
ease and happiness, at different times during a certain
period; and very accurate registers of births, deaths, and
marriages, which are of the utmost importance in this sub
ject.
A faithful history, including such particulars, would
tend greatly to elucidate the manner in which the constant
check upon population acts; and would probably prove the
existence of the retrograde and progressive movements
that have been mentioned; though the times of their vibra
tion must necessarily be rendered irregular from the
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operation of many interrupting causes; such as, the in
troduction or failure of certain manufactures; a greater
or less prevalent spirit of agricultural enterprise;
years of plenty, or years of scarcity; wars, sickly
seasons, poor-laws, emigrations and other causes of a
similar nature,
A circumstance which has, perhaps, more than any
other, contributed to conceal this oscillation from common
view, is the difference between the nominal and real price
of labour. It very rarely happens that the nominal price
of labour universally falls; but we well know that it fre
quently remains the same, while the nominal price of pro
visions has been gradually rising. This, indeed, will
generally be the case, if the increase of manufactures
and commerce be sufficient to employ the new labourers
that are thrown into the market, and to prevent the in
creased supply from lowering the money-price. But an
increased number of labourers receiving the same moneywages will necessarily, by their competition, increase
the money-price of corn. This is, in fact, a real fall
in the price of labour; and, during this period, the con
dition of the lower classes of the community must be
gradually growing worse. But the farmers and capitalists
are growing rich from the real cheapness of labour. Their
increasing capitals enable them to employ a greater number
of men; and, as the population had probably suffered some
check from the greater difficulty of supporting a family,
the demand for labour, after a certain period, would be
great in proportion to the supply, and its price would of
course rise, if left to find its natural level; and thus
the wages of labour, and consequently the condition of the
lower classes of society, might have progressive and retro
grade movements, though the price of labour might never
nominally fall.
In savage life, where there is no regular price of
labour, it is little to be doubted that similar oscilla
tions take place. When population has increased nearly
to the utmost limits of the food, all the preventive and
the positive checks will naturally operate with increased
force. Vicious habits with respect to the sex will be
more general, the exposing of children more frequent, and
both the probability and fatality of wars and epidemics
will be considerably greater; and these causes will prob
ably continue their operation till the population is sunk
below the level of the food; and then the return to com
parative plenty will again produce an increase, and, after
a certain period, its further progress will again be
checked by the same causes.
But without attempting to establish these progressive
and retrograde movements in different countries, which
would evidently require more minute histories than we
possess, and which the progress of civilisation naturally
tends to counteract, the following propositions are in
tended to be proved: —
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lo Population is necessarily limited by the means
of subsistence,
2. Population invariably increases where the means
of subsistence increase, unless prevented by some very
powerful and obvious checks,
3, These checks, and the checks which repress the
superior power of population, and keep its effects on a
level with the means of subsistence, are all resolvable
into moral restraint, vice, and m i s e r y . . o ,
Of Our Rational Expectations Respecting the
Future Improvement of Society
In taking a general and concluding view of our rational
expectations respecting the mitigation of the evils aris
ing from the principle of population, it may be observed
that though the increase of population in a geometrical
ratio be incontrovertible, and the period of doubling when
unchecked has been uniformly stated in this work rather
below than above the truth; yet there are some natural
consequences of the progress of society and civilisation,
which necessarily repress its full effects. These are
more particularly great towns and manufactures, in which
we can scarcely hope, and certainly not expect to see any
very material change. It is undoubtedly our duty and in
every point of view highly desirable, to make towns and
manufacturing employments as little injurious as possible
to the duration of human life; but after all our efforts
it is probable that they will always remain less healthy
than country situations and country employments, and con• sequently operating as positive checks will diminish in
some degree the necessity of the preventive check.
In every old state it is observed that a considerable
number of grown-up people remain for a time unmarried.
The duty of practising the common and acknowledged rules
of morality during this period has never been controverted
in theory, however it may have been opposed in practice.
This branch of the duty of moral restraint has scarcely
been touched by the reasonings of this work. It rests on
the same foundation as before, neither stronger nor weaker.
And knowing how incompletely this duty has hitherto been
fulfilled, it would certainly be visionary to expect that
in future it would be completely fulfilled.
The part which has been affected by the reasonings
of this work is not therefore that which relates to our
c^onduct during the period nf rfilibacv. but t^ tHe~d^ of
6^en^ing ]TOis™perio.d, t
have -A-oxospect of "treirng '
able to^^^m^^
ouj chiidren7""''And it is by no means
visionary to frigulg^a hope~l3ff some favouralile change in
this respect; because it is found by experience that the
prevalence of this kind of prudential restraint is ex
tremely di'fferent in different countries, and in the same
countries at different periods.
It cannot be doubted that throughout Europe in general,
and most particularly in the northern states, a decided
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change has taken place in the operation of prudential re
straint s, since the prevalence of those warlike and enter
prising habits which destroyed so many people. In later
times the gradual diminution and almost total extinction
of the plagues, which so frequently visited Europe in the
seventeenth and beginning of the eighteenth centuries,
produced a change of the same kind. And in this country
it is not to be doubted that the proportion of marriages
has become smaller since the improvement of our towns, the
less frequent returns of epidemics, and the adoption of
habits of greater cleanliness. During the late scarcities
it appears that the number of marriages diminished; and
the same motives which prevented many people from marrying
during such a period, would operate precisely in the same
way, if in future the additional number of children reared
to manhood from the introduction of the cow-pox, were to
be such as to crowd all employmentsj lower the price of
labourJ and make it more difficult to support a family.
Universally, the practice of mankind on the subject
of marriage has been much superior to their theories; and
however frequent may have been the declamations on the
duty of entering into this state, and the advantage of
early unions to prevent vice^ each individual has prac
tically found it necessary to consider of the means of
supporting a family before he ventured to take so im
portant a step. That great vis medicatrix reipublicae,
the desire of bettering our condition, and the fear of
making it worse, has been constantly in action, and has
been constantly directing people into the right road in
spite of all the declamations which tended to lead them
aside. Owing to this powerful spring of health in every
state, which is nothing more than an inference from the
general course of the laws of nature irresistibly forced
on each man's attention, the prudential check to marriage
has increased in Europe; and it cannot be unreasonable to
conclude that it will still make further advances. If
this take place without any marked and decided increase
of a vicious intercourse with the sex, the happiness of
society will evidently be promoted by it; and with regard
to the danger of such increase, it is consolatory to re
mark that those countries in Europe where marriages are
the latest or least frequent^ are by no means particularly
distinguished by vices of this kind. It has appeared that
Norway, Switzerland, England, and Scotland, are above all
the rest in the prevalence of the preventive check; and
though I do not mean to insist particularly on the virtu
ous habits of these countries, yet I think that no person
would select them as the countries most marked for prof
ligacy of manners. Indeed from the little that I know of
the continent, I should have been inclined to select them
as most distinguished for contrary habits, and as rather
above than below their neighbours in the chastity of their
women, and consequently in the virtuous habits of their
men. Experience therefore seems to teach us that it is
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possible for moral and physical causes to counteract the
effects that might at first be expected from an increase
of the check to marriage; but allowing all the weight to
these effects which is in any degree probable, it may be
safely asserted that the diminution of the vices arising
from indigence would fully counterbalance them; and that
all the advantages of diminished mortality and superior
comfortss which would certainly result from an increase
of the preventive check, may be placed entirely on the
side of the gains to the cause of happiness and virtue.
It is less the ob.lect of the present work to proPQse
new plans of imprp^inklsMIefflCSiJia-JjlSul^^
~Tjesslty of' restTng_contentejd,_w411i,.-±Jiat,.J^
ment""^1ricli aTr^^
has in part been enacted upon as di,cta£eii-bv^the course of-nature.«^and o£_jaot obs4;xxLC,tijig_±Jie
advances which would otherwise^ be made in this way.
It w6uld~'b~e'land6ubtedly highly""aavanfiTgebu^
all
our positive institutions, and the whole tenor of our
conduct to the poor, should be such as actively to co
operate with that lesson of prudence inculcated by the
common course of human events; and if we take upon our
selves sometimes to mitigate the natural punishments of
imprudences that we could balance it by increasing the
rewards of an opposite conduct. But much would be done
if merely the inst±tu^tlons which dlrec^y tend to encj^rage marriage were..^^radual.lyc,kanKe?~ang' we cease'dHfo circulate opinions„and dncu1cate doctrinis'wTrt"?3r"pnsi.t±ir§ly
counteract
»
The limited good which it is sometimes in our power to
effect is often lost by attempting too much, and by making
the adoption of some particular plan essentially necessary
even to a partial degree of success. In the practical
application of the reasonings of this work I hope that I
have avoided this error. I wish to press on the recollec
tion of the reader that though I may have given some new
views of old facts, and may have Indulged in the contem
plation of a considerable degree of possible improvement
that I might not shut out that prime"cheerer hope, yet in
my expectations of probable improvement and in suggesting
the means of accomplishing it I have been very cautious.
The gradual abolition of the poor-laws has already often
been proposed in consequence of the practical evils which
have been found to flow from them, and the danger of their
becoming a weight absolutely intolerable on the landed
property of the kingdom. The establishment of a more ex
tensive system of national education has neither the ad
vantage of novelty w±th some nor its disadvantages with
others to recommend it. The practical good effects of
education have long been experienced in Scotland, and al
most every person who has been placed in a situation to
judge has given his testimony that education appears ^o
have su considerable effect in tJig .prevention of, crimes..
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the promotion of i n d u s t r y , morality and reg-alar conYeTthese are the only plans which have been of'Jered'j and though the adoption of them in the modes sug
gested would very powerfully contribute to forward the
object of this work and better the condition of the poor,
yet if nothing be done in this way I shall not absolutely
despair of some partial good resulting from the general
effects of the reasoning.
If the principles which I have endeavoured to establish
be false I most sincerely hope to see them completely re
futed; but if they be true, the subject is so important
and interests the question of human happiness so nearly,
that it is impossible they should not in time be more
fully known and more generally circulated, whether any
particular efforts be made for the purpose or not.
AmeofiL the higher and middle classg5.--o#--mKriei^3rfeii±_-.of this knowledge will I hop¥~16¥to diject wlthQut
relaxing their__efforts' in bettering t
condition of the
p5^; to show them what they can and what they cannot <3b;
and that although much may be done by advice and instruc
tion, by encouraging habits of prudence and cleanliness,
by discriminate charity, and by any mode of bettering the
present condition of the poor which is followed by an in
crease of the preventive check; yet that without this last
effect all the former efforts would be futile; and that
in any old and well-peopled state to assist the poor in
such a manner as to enable them to marry as early as they
please and rear up large families, is a physical impossi
bility, This knowledge 5 by tending to prevent the rich
from destroying the good effects of their own exertions
and wasting their efforts in a direction where success is
unattainable, would confine their attention to the proper
objects, and thus enable them to do more good,
Ajjipng the poox---^tixejniselves--4r^fes--e##ee^--^wo3ul-d-^3er-«i^l 11
more ImpoFtanir^That the principal and most permanent
cause of poverty has little or no direct relation to forms
of government or the unequal division 57 property; and
that as the rich do not in reality possess the power of
finding employment and maintenance for the poor", the poor
cannot in the nature of things possess the right to demand
them, are important truths flowing from the"p7Tnciple of
population which when properly explained would by no means
be above the most ordinary comprehensions» And it is evi
dent that every man in the lower classes of society who
became acquainted with these truths would be disposed to
bear the distresses in which he might be involved with
more patience; would feel less discontent and irritation
at the government and the higher classes of society on
account of his poverty; would be on all occasions less
disposed to insubordination and turbulence; and if he re
ceived assistance either from any public institution or
from the hand of private charity, he would receive it
with more thankfulnessj and more justly appreciate its
value,
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If these truiths were by degrees more generally known
(which in the course of time does not seem to be improb
able from the natural effects of the mutual interchange
of opinions) <, the lower classes of people as a body would
become more peaceable and orderly, would be less inclined
to tumultuous proceedings in seasons of scarcity j, and
would at all times be less influenced by inflammatory and
seditious publications from knowing how little the price
of labour and the means of supporting a family depend upon
a revolution„ The mere knowledge of these truths, even
if they did not operate sufficiently to produce any marked
change in the prudential habits of the poor with regard
to marriage, would still have a most beneficial effect on
their conduct in a political light; and undoubtedly one
of the most valuable of these effects would b^ the power
that would result to the higher and middle classes of so
ciety of gradually improving their governments without
the apprehension of those revolutionary excesses, the fear
of which at present threatens to deprive Europe even of
that degree of liberty which she had before experienced
to be practicable, and the salutary effects of which she
had long enjoyed.
From a review of the state of society in former peri
ods compared with the present, I should certainly say that
the evils resulting from the prln^ple oT~'p5mllatlg"aCEave
iralrher" dlmlnigtigd"'"1;ti^ increasedj eyen..under the -dxsadvantage of an almost total lgnorance^jaf.utjie-i?«aJL-cauaai
3tnar"if we can~'induTge't^^ hope that this ignorance will
be gradually dissipated, it does not seem unreasonable to
expect that they will be still further diminished„ The
increase of absolute population, which will of course take
place, will evidently tend but little to weaken this ex
pectation, as everything depends upon the relative propor
tion between population and food, and not on the absolute
number of people. In the former part of this work it ap
peared that the countries which possessed the fewest people
often suffered the most from the effects of the principle
of population; and it can scarcely be doubted that, taking
Europe throughout^ fewer famines and fewer diseases aris
ing from want have prevailed in the last century than in
those which preceded i t .
On the whole therefore, though our future prospects
respecting the mitigation of the evils arising from the
principle of population may not be so bright as we could
wish, yet they are far from being entirely disheartening,
and by no means preclude that gradual and progressive im
provement in human society, which before the late wild
speculations on this subject was the object of rational
expectation. To the laws of property and marriage, and
to the apparently narrow principle of self-interest which
prompts each Individual to exert hlmsfiilf in bettering his
condition, we are indebted for all the noblest exertions
of human genius, for everything that distinguishes the
civilised from the savage state, A strict inquiry into
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principle of ^opulaJbljaiL-Qbl iges,-iia--jux,jcumcliide.„jjia,t.-^
slialljnever Be able to thrpw„dftWB..tadder by which we
have riseh~trr"ti:is"" emineHce; but _ it_ by'
that we may"*noT rise higher by the same meanso"' TBe""structure of society in its great features will probably always
remain unchanged. We have every reason to believe that
it will always consist of a class of proprietors and a
class of labourers; but the condition of each and the pro
portion which they bear to each other may be so altered
as greatly to improve the harmony and beauty of the whole.
It would indeed be a melancholy reflection that, while
the views of physical science are daily enlarging so as
scarcely to be bounded by the most distant horizon, the
science of moral and political philosophy should be con
fined within such narrow limits, or at best be so feeble
in its influence as to be unable to counteract the obsta
cles to human happiness arising from a single cause. But
however formidable these obstacles mav have appeared frT"
parts of this work, it is hoped that the general re^It of the in^Try i^ such as not to make ms ffTye up the
Improvement of human- «nr-.i ^ty in despal^ The partial good
whicBT^eems to be attainable is worthy of all our exer
tions, is sufficient to direct our efforts and animate
our prospects. And although we cannot expect that the
virtue and happiinesR"Qf mankind will keep pace with the
brilliant career of physical discQV^ry; yet if we are not
wanting to ourselves^ we may—confidently indiilre the hope
tliat to
its progress and will partake in its success. •
no'linJinpnrtant
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